PUIC Bulletin:
In order to contribute to realizing the PUIC objectives, informing the general public about the PUIC as well as highlighting the activities carried out by the various PUIC organs, the General Secretariat of the Union has published a quarterly called the (PUIC), considered as one of the mechanisms of information action which we intend to pursue.

Latest version of our Bulletin is available on the PDF format on the first page of the website.

Parliaments Directory:
For easier access to our Member Parliaments, Observers and non-PUIC Muslim Parliaments we are presenting to our readers a “Parliaments Directory” containing a brief information about the above mentioned legislative bodies and organizations.

PUIC 10th Anniversary:
We are pleased to mention that the General Secretariat is publishing a special anniversary issue of the “PUIC” to mark the passage of ten years since the establishment of the Parliamentary Union of the OIC Member States on 17 June 1999. The issue includes interviews with the presidents of the PUIC Conferences reflecting their ideas on the progress and aspirations of the Union. It also includes interviews with some observers. There is also a brief review of all the meetings of the Union at the level of its three organs: Conference, Council and Executive Committee.

The PUIC Media Department is planning to expand the PUIC Website. To reach this aim the PUIC Media Department requests, indeed welcomes, NEWS, Books, Articles, Links, Comments, Observations and Suggestions of our readers.

On 17th June 2010 marks the eleventh anniversary of the Parliamentary Union of the OIC Member States which was established on a day like this in 1999. On this good and happy occasion, Professor Mahmud Erol KILIC, the Secretary General, would like to express sincere felicitations to all the PUIC Member Parliaments which have supported the Union since its inception and acted to achieve its noble objectives of serving the causes, wishes and aspirations of Muslim Peoples.

While performing its total obligation towards all the crucial causes of our glorious Muslim Ummah, the PUIC reiterates its resolve to proceed forward in order to realize its principles and objectives which are enshrined in its statute.

We will also deploy further efforts and strength relations between our Parliaments. We pray to Almighty Allah to crown our endeavors with resounding success in the service and support of the causes of our great Muslim Ummah.
PUIC WEBSITE

For visiting the PUIC website please enter this address:
www.puic.org

When this page appears, Please select the language of your choice and proceed.

The first page in English

All Materials are available in the three PUIC working languages.
The PUIC Media Department is updating its website with the latest activities and news of the Secretary General and the General Secretariat.

Highlights:
Photo Gallery of the last activities of the PUIC

Secretary General:
In this part we have the latest activities of the Secretary General of the PUIC; (most important messages, meetings, participation in international conferences, ....)

To mark The 23rd Executive Committee Meeting and Extraordinary Meeting Conference of the PUIC as important upcoming events, scheduled to be held, You can have access to all documents related to these meetings in this part.

PUIC NEWS:
Latest Parliamentary News starts with PUIC News which includes the latest items related to the PUIC Secretariat.

NEWS of PUIC MEMBERS:
PUIC Media Department makes a daily search on the Internet and other sources and from hundreds of news items related to our Member Parliaments, selects some of them and puts them on the PUIC website in three languages.

It is required from our readers to provide us with news (with the internet address sources), comments, observations and suggestions, because we aspire to achieve with this endeavor further benefit.

Top Menu
By Top Menu, you have access to more details about the PUIC.

Left Menu:
In the left menu there are some main menus and sub menus, that give you more information about the PUIC.

We request, indeed welcome, books, articles, links, of our Member Parliaments related to the Parliamentary activities to put on the site.

Press Release:
Latest press releases issued by the PUIC Secretariat are shown in this part.